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1. Introduction
Computer algebra systems offer a great help to symbolic computations in many scientific disci-

plines including, of course, applied mechanics. The appearance of such systems started in the 1960s
mainly with the systems Reduce and Macsyma. Today the most powerful computer algebra system
is Mathematica [1] by Wolfram Research originally appeared in 1988. An interesting review of the
applications of computer algebra to structural mechanics up to 2002 was prepared by Pavlović [2].

A somewhat specialized area in computer algebra is quantifier elimination for real closed fields.
The related pioneering results by Tarski since 1930 concerning a decision method in elementary
algebra and geometry appeared officially at first in 1948 [3]. The fundamental and most efficient
algorithm for quantifier elimination in real closed fields is due to Collins and it appeared originally
in 1973. This algorithm is based on CAD (cylindrical algebraic decomposition) also devised by
Collins. The related classical reference is the paper by Collins [4] appeared in 1975. The book
edited by Caviness and Johnson [5] and appeared in 1998 remains the standard reference in the
fields of quantifier elimination and cylindrical algebraic decomposition. Another very interesting
algorithm for quantifier elimination, but not of general applicability, is due to Weispfenning [6]. A
bibliography of the applications of quantifier elimination (including 115 references) was prepared
by Ratschan [7] in 2012. Today Mathematica [1] seems to offer the most powerful implementation
of quantifier elimination including CAD and several more useful quantifier elimination algorithms.

Since 1995 this author has been interested in applications of quantifier elimination to problems
of applied mechanics; see, e.g., References [8–23], where several applied mechanics problems were
solved by using quantifier elimination. The use of Mathematica [1] for quantifier elimination was
preferred in several of these references since 2016 [15–20, 22, 23]. CAD with Mathematica [1]
was also recently successfully used by Charalampakis and Chatzigiannelis [24] in truss problems.

It can be mentioned that the implementation of quantifier elimination algorithms in Mathemat-
ica [1] was made by Strzeboński, a very active researcher in this field; see, e.g., his recent CAD-re-
lated results in References [25, 26]. A related tutorial of Mathematica is also available [27] whereas
detailed information on this implementation is included in the book by Trott [28, pp. 60–78]. Other
interesting implementations of quantifier elimination in computer algebra systems include (i) the
Redlog package of Reduce by Dolzmann, Sturm and Seidl [29], (ii) the SyNRAC package of Maple
by Anai and Yanami [30, 31] and, naturally, (iii) the first and famous related package QEPCAD
based on the SACLIB library originally due to Hong and improved by Brown [32] (QEPCAD B).

Here we will apply quantifier elimination in its powerful implementation in Mathematica [1]
by Strzeboński to the determination of ranges (equivalently images) of functions in problems of
applied mechanics. The present results are slightly related to interval analysis, the modern area of
which began in 1959 with the pioneering related results by Moore; see, e.g., the Ph.D. Thesis by
Moore [33], the famous book also by Moore [34] and the book by Moore, Kearfott and Cloud [35].
The book by Jaulin, Kieffer, Didrit and Walter [36] and the book chapter by Rokne [37] are also of
interest as well many more books and papers on interval analysis. A Mathematica package concern-
ing directed interval arithmetic was prepared by Popova and Ullrich in 1996 [38]. It can be men-
tioned that quantifiers and quantifier elimination are strongly related to interval analysis; see, e.g.,
the results by Grandón and Neveu [39], Grandón and Goldsztejn [40] and Khanh and Ogawa [41].

On the other hand, naturally, interval analysis has been proved very useful in applied mechanics;
see, e.g., the paper by Dimarogonas [42] concerning vibrating systems and the papers by Elishakoff,
Gabriele and Wang [43] and Popova [44] concerning the problem of design of a bar under multiple
axial external loads. Here we begin with few introductory interval computations in arithmetic and
range (image) computations in elementary algebra (Section 2) and we proceed to the computation
of ranges (images) of functions in problems of applied mechanics concerning beams (Section 3),
beams on a Winkler elastic foundation (Section 4), buckling (Section 5) and vibrations (Section 6).
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2. Computation of intervals in arithmetic and ranges of functions in elementary algebra

We begin the present applications of the method of quantifier elimination in interval computa-
tions (here always closed intervals) by using the efficient implementation of quantifier elimination
in Mathematica [1] with few introductory problems from arithmetic and elementary algebra. These
problems concern elementary operations in arithmetic and the ranges of two elementary functions.

2.1. Computation of intervals in arithmetic

At first, we consider the extremely elementary problem of the addition of two real numbers x
and y lying in the closed intervals [x1,x2] and [y1,y2], respectively. We are simply interested to
determine the closed interval [z1,z2] where the sum z= x+y lies. We make the obvious assumptions

A1 = x1 < x2 ∧ y1 < y2 ∧ z1 ≤ z2 (1)

denoted by the symbol ass1 in Mathematica [1] by using the related command

ass1 = x1<x2 && y1<y2 && z1<=z2 [c1]

The related QF (quantified formula) has the form

∀(x,y) with x1 ≤ x≤ x2 ∧ y1 ≤ y≤ y2 ∧A1 it holds true that z1 ≤ x+ y≤ z2 . (2)

The related quantifier elimination command of Mathematica [1] is based on its Reduce command
(here for quantifier elimination) and it has the form

QFF1a = Reduce[ForAll[{x,y}, x1<=x<=x2 && y1<=y<=y2 && ass1,

z1<=x+y<=z2], {z1,z2}, Reals]//Simplify [c2]

(The related quantifier elimination command Resolve could also have been used here instead of
the Reduce command.) The auxiliary Simplify command has as an aim the simplification of the
result, i.e. of the present QFF (quantifier-free formula). The additional command Timing can also
be used for the simultaneous appearance of the required CPU (central processing unit) time for the
above computation in the output of the above command. The derived QFF has the form

QFF1a = (z1 ≤ x1 + y1 ∧ z2 ≥ x2 + y2) ∨ x1 ≥ x2 ∨ y1 ≥ y2 ∨ z1 > z2. (3)

We observe that the negation ¬A1 of our assumptions A1 in Eq. (1) is present at the end of the
above QFF. Naturally, this fact causes an inconvenience in the appearance of this QFF. In order to
avoid this uncomfortable situation, we use the following modified quantifier-elimination command:

QFF1b = Refine[Reduce[ForAll[{x,y}, x1<=x<=x2 && y1<=y<=y2 && ass1,

z1<=x+y<=z2], {z1,z2}, Reals], ass1] [c3]

using the auxiliary Refine command as well. In this way, we obtain the simpler, final QFF

QFF1b = z1 ≤ x1 + y1 ∧ z2 ≥ x2 + y2 (4)

now without the appearance of the negation ¬A1 of our assumptions A1 in Eq. (1) any more.
From the above QFF it is clear that the range [z1,z2] of the sum z = x+y of two real numbers x

and y is the interval [x1 + y1,x2 + y2]. Of course, this is an expected and already very well-known
long ago elementary result in interval arithmetic (see, e.g., [35, p. 11]) here simply verified by the
method of quantifier elimination as this computational method is implemented in Mathematica [1].
At this point we should clarify that the above QFF essentially provides the two bounds z1 (the lower
bound) and z2 (the upper bound) of the range of the sum x+ y in the addition of two real numbers.
But since z1 ≤ x1 +y1, z2 ≥ x2 +y2 and z1,2 are surely such bounds, then it is completely clear that
the interval [x1 + y1,x2 + y2] is the sought range of the sum x+ y of the two real numbers x and y.
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At this point we should also mention that here for convenience we continuously use the same
symbol, e.g. z1, to denote both a lower bound (here of the sum x+ y) and the related greatest lower
bound (the infimum, inf). Similarly, we continuously use the same symbol, e.g. z2, to denote both
an upper bound and the related least upper bound (the supremum, sup). We believe that this policy
does not cause any serious confusion to the reader of the present quantifier elimination results.

In a completely similar manner and under the same assumptions A1 in Eq. (1), we can now
proceed to the case of subtraction z = x−y of two real numbers x and y. The related QF (quantified
formula) has the form (obviously, now with minus, x− y, instead of plus, x+ y, at the end of the
QF (2))

∀(x,y) with x1 ≤ x≤ x2 ∧ y1 ≤ y≤ y2 ∧A1 it holds true that z1 ≤ x− y≤ z2 . (5)

The related command of Mathematica [1] based again on its Reduce command is completely analo-
gous to the command [c3], but, evidently, now with minus instead of plus. The resulting QFF is also
completely analogous to the QFF1b in Eq. (4) and it has the expected and again very well-known
form

QFF2 = z1 ≤ x1− y2 ∧ z2 ≥ x2− y1 (6)

naturally now again with a minus sign instead of a plus sign. Therefore, the range [z1,z2] of the
difference z = x− y of two real numbers x and y is the interval [x1− y2,x2− y1]. This is again an
expected and already very well-known long ago elementary result in interval arithmetic (see, e.g.,
[35, pp. 11–12]).

Much more difficult is the case of multiplication of two real numbers x and y. The related quan-
tifier elimination command, which is again similar to the command [c3], has the form

QFF3 = Refine[Reduce[ForAll[{x,y}, x1<=x<=x2 && y1<=y<=y2 && ass1,

z1<=x y<=z2], Reals], ass1]//Simplify [c4]

now with multiplication instead of addition and the Simplify command at the end for a simplified
output. The resulting QFF has now the somewhat complicated and essentially useless form

QFF3 = (x2 ≤ 0 ∧ ((y2 ≤ 0 ∧ z2 ≥ x1y1 ∧ z1 ≤ x2y2) ∨ (y2 > 0 ∧ z1 ≤ x1y2

∧ ((z2 ≥ x2y1 ∧ 0 < y1) ∨ (z2 ≥ x1y1 ∧ y1 ≤ 0)))))

∨ (x2 > 0 ∧ ((x1 + x2 < 0 ∧ ((z2 ≥ x1y1 ∧ ((z1 ≤ x2y1 ∧ (y1 < (x1y2)/x2 ∨ y2 ≤ 0))

∨ (y1 < (x2y2)/x1 ∧ y2 > 0 ∧ (x1y2)/x2 ≤ y1 ∧ z1 ≤ x1y2)))

∨ (z2 ≥ x2y2 ∧ y2 > 0 ∧ (x2y2)/x1 ≤ y1 ∧ z1 ≤ x1y2)))

∨ (x1 + x2 = 0 ∧ ((z2 ≥ x1y1 ∧ z1 ≤ x2y1 ∧ (y1 < (x2y2)/x1 ∨ y2 ≤ 0))

∨ (z2 ≥ x2y2 ∧ y2 > 0 ∧ (x2y2)/x1 ≤ y1 ∧ z1 ≤ x1y2)))

∨ (−x2 < x1 < 0 ∧ ((z1 ≤ x2y1 ∧ ((y1 < (x1y2)/x2 ∧ z2 ≥ x2y2 ∧ y2 > 0

∧ (x2y2)/x1 ≤ y1) ∨ (z2 ≥ x1y1 ∧ (y1 < (x2y2)/x1 ∨ y2 ≤ 0))))

∨ (z2 ≥ x2y2 ∧ y2 > 0 ∧ (x1y2)/x2 ≤ y1 ∧ z1 ≤ x1y2)))

∨ (0≤ x1 ∧ ((y2 ≤ 0 ∧ z2 ≥ x1y2 ∧ z1 ≤ x2y1)

∨ (y2 > 0 ∧ z2 ≥ x2y2 ∧ ((0 < y1 ∧ z1 ≤ x1y1) ∨ (y1 ≤ 0 ∧ z1 ≤ x2y1))))))). (7)

This becomes clear especially when the above form (7) is compared to the classical interval [z1,z2]
in the case of multiplication of two real numbers x and y. This classical interval is also very well-
known and it has the very simple and more or less expected form (see, e.g., [35, p. 12])

[z1,z2] = [min(x1y1,x1y2,x2y1,x2y2), max(x1y1,x1y2,x2y1,x2y2)]. (8)
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Therefore, the present method of quantifier elimination has been essentially unsuccessful in the
determination of the range [z1,z2] of the product of two real numbers x and y in interval arithmetic
and analogous is the case with the division of two real numbers x and y.

On the other hand, in the simple case of positive real numbers x and y in multiplication with the
modified assumptions

A2 = 0 < x1 < x2 ∧ 0 < y1 < y2 ∧ 0 < z1 ≤ z2 (9)

instead of the original assumptions A1 in Eq. (1) with the new assumptions A2 in the above Eq. (9)
taking into account the present positivity conditions, we easily get the simple and expected QFF

QFF4 = z1 ≤ x1y1 ∧ z2 ≥ x2 y2 . (10)

Therefore, in this simple case, the related range is the equally simple interval [x1y1,x2y2].
The present method of quantifier elimination is also successful for the determination of the

interval [t1, t2] corresponding to the multiplicative inverse (equivalently, to the reciprocal) 1/y of
a non-zero real number y (y 6= 0) lying in an interval [y1,y2]. Now we have the assumption

A3 = y1 < y2 (11)
and the QF (quantified formula)

∀y with y1 ≤ y≤ y2 ∧A3 it holds true that t1 ≤
1
y
≤ t2 . (12)

Working as previously with quantifier elimination and now using the command

QFF5 = Refine[Reduce[ForAll[y, y1<=y<=y2 && ass3, t1<=1/y<=t2], Reals],

ass3]//Simplify [c5]

we get the interesting and simple QFF

QFF5 = t1 ≤
1
y2
∧ t2 ≥

1
y1
∧ (0 < y1 ∨ y2 < 0) (13)

essentially leading to the range [1/y2,1/y1] of the inverse number 1/y of the non-zero real num-
ber y. On the other hand, from the last conjunction in this QFF we observe that it is valid only
when y1 is a positive number (then, obviously, y2 is also a positive number because of the assump-
tion A3 in Eq. (11)) or when y2 is a negative number (then y1 is also a negative number because
of the same assumption A3). Therefore, the case of opposite signs at the ends y1 and y2 of the
interval [y1,y2] is explicitly excluded in the above QFF (13) essentially concerning the range [t1, t2]
of the function 1/y for the reciprocal of a non-zero real number y with interval [y1,y2] that does not
include the number zero. This is natural simply because the inverse number of zero is infinity.

2.2. Computation of the range of a parametric quadratic polynomial

Beyond simple real numbers we can proceed to the application of the present approach based
on quantifier elimination to algebraic functions. Here we consider the computation of the range of
the simple parametric quadratic polynomial

y = ax2, (14)

where a is a parameter, with x ∈ [x1,x2] and here under the assumptions

A4 = x1 ≤ x≤ x2 ∧ x1 < 0 ∧ x2 > 0. (15)

The related QF (quantified formula) has the form

∀x under the assumptions A4 it holds true that y1 ≤ y≤ y2 with y = ax2. (16)

We declare the above assumptions to Mathematica [1] by using the simple command

ass4 = x1<=x<=x2 && x1<0 && x2>0 [c6]
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Subsequently, we use the Reduce command of Mathematica [1] in order to perform quantifier
elimination to the above QF (16) here under the additional assumption for the parameter a in y= ax2

that a > 0 (a positivity assumption). This command, which computes the related QFF, has the form

QFF6 = Refine[Reduce[ForAll[{x,y}, y==a x2 && ass4 && a>0, y1<=y<=y2],

{y1,y2}, Reals], ass4 && a>0]//Simplify [c7]

The resulting QFF has the following interesting form:

QFF6 = y1 ≤ 0 ∧ [(x1 + x2 ≤ 0 ∧ y2 ≥ ax2
1) ∨ (x1 + x2 > 0 ∧ y2 ≥ ax2

2)]. (17)

From this QFF it is directly concluded that the range [y1,y2] of the function y = ax2 (with a > 0)
has the form

[y1,y2] =

{
[0,ax2

1] for |x1| ≥ x2,

[0,ax2
2] for |x1|< x2

(18)

under the present assumptions A4 in Eq. (15) including the assumptions that x1 < 0 and x2 > 0.
Naturally, the number zero is always the minimum value y1 of the present quadratic polynomial
y = ax2 in Eq. (14) (with a > 0) simply because we have explicitly assumed that x1 < 0 and x2 > 0,
i.e. that the variable x can take the value x = 0 in our function: the quadratic polynomial y = ax2.

Next, simply by omitting the positivity assumption a > 0 in the above quantifier elimination
command [c7], we obtain the more complete and also interesting QFF

QFF∗6 = {a≤ 0 ∧ y2 ≥ 0 ∧ [(x1 + x2 ≤ 0 ∧ y1 ≤ ax2
1) ∨ (x1 + x2 > 0 ∧ y1 ≤ ax2

2)]}
∨ {a > 0 ∧ y1 ≤ 0 ∧ [(x1 + x2 ≤ 0 ∧ y2 ≥ ax2

1) ∨ (x1 + x2 > 0 ∧ y2 ≥ ax2
2)]}. (19)

It is interesting and also rather easy to interpret the various cases in this QFF (19) and to check
its validity simultaneously explicitly defining the related range [y1,y2] of the present quadratic
polynomial y = ax2 in all four cases in this QFF, i.e. (i) a≤ 0 and |x1| ≥ x2, (ii) a≤ 0 and |x1|< x2,
(iii) a> 0 and |x1| ≥ x2 and (iv) a> 0 and |x1|< x2 since x1 < 0 and x2 > 0. We also observe that the
value zero is always an end of this range [y1,y2] of y = ax2 either its left end y1 or its right end y2.

2.3. Computation of the range of the exponential function

Here we proceed to the illustration of the present approach to interval computations by applying
it to a simple such computation concerning the exponential function ex ≡ expx. Unfortunately,
quantifier elimination in its classical form is generally inapplicable to transcendental functions
such as the exponential function. Therefore, here we will work with the Taylor–Maclaurin series
approximation to the exponential function ex ≡ expx with terms up to x12 by using the command

exps[x ] = Series[Exp[x], {x,0,12}]//Normal [c8]

The resulting well-known series approximation to expx here denoted by exps x has the form

exps x = 1+ x+
x2

2
+

x3

6
+

x4

24
+

x5

120
+

x6

720
+

x7

5040
+

x8

40320
+

x9

362880

+
x10

3628800
+

x11

39916800
+

x12

479001600
. (20)

Now by using the method of quantifier elimination we can easily find the range [v1,v2]s of the
approximation exps x in Eq. (20) to the exponential function ex ≡ expx with the variable x lying in
an interval [a,b]. For example, with x ∈ [0,1] by using the command

QFF7 = Reduce[ForAll[x, 0<=x<=1, v1<=exps[x]<=v2], Reals] [c9]

we find the very simple QFF

QFF7 = v1 ≤ 1 ∧ v2 ≥
260412269
95800320

= 2.71828 18282 86168 5639 (21)
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with the decimal approximation at the end obtained by using the N command of Mathematica [1].
Therefore, the related range [v1,v2]s of the approximation exps x in Eq. (20) (with x ∈ [0,1]) is

[v1,v2]s = [1,exps 1] = [1,2.71828 18282 86168 5639] (22)

(because exps 1 = 2.71828 18282 86168 5639) compared to the exact related range

[v1,v2] = [1,exp1] = [1,2.71828 18284 59045 2354]. (23)

Here we can also notice that the result (22) for this range [v1,v2]s is completely reasonable because
the polynomial function exps x≈ expx in Eq. (20) is clearly a monotonically increasing function of
its variable x exactly as is the case with the original exponential function ex ≡ expx, for which the
corresponding range [v1,v2] in Eq. (23) obviously holds true.

Now we consider the more general case where the variable x lies in an arbitrary interval [a,b]
but with a a non-negative number, b a positive number and a < b. Then we have the assumptions

A5 = a≥ 0 ∧ b > 0 ∧ a < b (24)

denoted by ass5 in Mathematica. Now by using the quantifier elimination command

QFF8 = Refine[Reduce[ForAll[x, a<=x<=b && ass5, v1<=exps[x]<=v2],

{v1,v2}, Reals], ass5]//Simplify [c10]

we get the related QFF

QFF8 = v1 ≤ 1+a+
a2

2
+

a3

6
+

a4

24
+

a5

120
+

a6

720
+

a7

5040
+

a8

40320
+

a9

362880

+
a10

3628800
+

a11

39916800
+

a12

479001600

∧ v2 ≥ 1+b+
b2

2
+

b3

6
+

b4

24
+

b5

120
+

b6

720
+

b7

5040
+

b8

40320
+

b9

362880

+
b10

3628800
+

b11

39916800
+

b12

479001600
. (25)

But because of Eq. (20) for the Taylor–Maclaurin series approximation exps x to expx, it is clear
that the above QFF can also be written in the much simpler but completely equivalent final form

QFF∗8 = v1 ≤ exps a ∧ v2 ≥ exps b. (26)

This form is also obvious because, as was already mentioned, the polynomial function exps x
in Eq. (20) is clearly a monotonically increasing function and here it has been assumed that a < b.
Therefore, the corresponding range of exps x with x ∈ [a,b ] is simply

[v1,v2]s = [exps a, exps b]≈ [v1,v2] = [expa, expb ] (27)

because the Taylor–Maclaurin series approximation exps x in Eq. (20) constitutes an approximation
to the original exponential function ex ≡ expx.

Naturally, the above quantifier-elimination-based approach here illustrated in the case of the
exponential function expx is also applicable to more difficult functions again by using appropriate
Taylor–Maclaurin or general Taylor polynomial approximations or even more accurate, interval-
based appropriate polynomial approximations such as Chebyshev and minimax approximations.

After the present introductory applications by using the method of quantifier elimination as this
method is efficiently implemented in Mathematica we are now ready to proceed to the applications
of the same computational approach to the determination of ranges (images) of functions appearing
in problems of applied mechanics. This will be done in five problems in the next four sections.
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3. Beam problems

In this section, we apply the method of quantifier elimination to the computation of ranges
(images) concerning the deflections v = v(x) of two elementary beam problems.

3.1. First beam problem

As a first beam problem we consider the classical problem of a straight beam of length L and
flexural rigidity EI (with E denoting the modulus of elasticity of its material and I the moment of
inertia of its cross-section) under a uniform (constant) loading distribution p. The beam is assumed
fixed at its left end x = 0 and simply-supported at its right end x = L with x ∈ [0,L ] on the beam.

The well-known fourth-order ordinary differential equation and the four boundary conditions
for this elementary beam problem are (see, e.g., [45, Chap. 6])

EIv ′′′′(x) = p and {v(0) = 0, v ′(0) = 0, v(L) = 0, v ′′(L) = 0}, (28)

respectively. In Mathematica [1], we denote the ordinary differential equation and the boundary
conditions (28) by the symbols ode and bcs, respectively, i.e.

{ode = EI v’’’’[x] == p, bcs = {v[0] == 0, v’[0] == 0, v[L] ==0, v’’[L] == 0}} [c11]

Then by using the DSolve command of Mathematica for the solution of the above boundary value
problem [c11], i.e.

vx[x ] = DSolve[{ode,bcs}, v[x], x][[1,1,2]]//Simplify [c12]

we directly obtain the deflection vx(x) of the present beam, which has the form [11, p. 4044]

vx(x) =
p

48EI
x2(3L2−5Lx+2x2) with x ∈ [0,L]. (29)

This deflection can also be written in the equivalent form

vx(x) =Cx2(3L2−5Lx+2x2) now with C :=
p

48EI
. (30)

Next, by using the dimensionless variable ξ := x/L, we can easily rewrite the above Eq. (30) in
the following dimensionless form [11, p. 4044]:

vξ (ξ ) = Dη(ξ ) = Dξ
2(2ξ

2−5ξ +3) with D :=CL4 (31)
and

η(ξ ) :=
vξ (ξ )

D
= ξ

2(2ξ
2−5ξ +3) (32)

now with ξ ∈ [0,1]. We are now ready to determine the range of the deflection v(x) of the present
beam in its above three forms by using the method of quantifier elimination in Mathematica [1].

We begin with the dimensionless form η(ξ ) of v(x) in Eq. (32), which contains no parameters.
Then for the determination of the range [η1,η2] of η(ξ ) (here with ξ ∈ [0,1]) we have the QF
(quantified formula)

∀ξ with 0≤ ξ ≤ 1 it holds true that η1 ≤ η(ξ )≤ η2 . (33)

For the derivation of the related QFF (quantifier-free formula) we can use again the Reduce com-
mand of Mathematica [1] (or, alternatively, the Resolve command). Here we use the command

QFF9 = Reduce[ForAll[xi, 0<=xi<=1, eta1<=eta[xi]<=eta2],{eta1,eta2}] [c13]

(The auxiliary command Timing can also be used so that the required CPU time can directly appear
in the resulting QFF.) The output of the above command [c13], i.e. the resulting QFF, is simply

QFF9 = η1 ≤ 0 ∧ η2 ≥ H, (34)
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where for convenience we took the liberty to use the auxiliary symbol

H :=
117+165

√
33

4096
=

3(39+55
√

33)
4096

≈ 0.25997 38370 79778 98654. (35)

Therefore, the related range [η1,η2] of the dimensionless deflection η(ξ ) of the present beam is

[η1,η2] = [0,H ]. (36)

At this point we can mention that the above QFF (34) and the related Eq. (35) for the quantity H
are in complete agreement as far as the right end η2 of the range [η1,η2] of the deflection η(ξ ) is
concerned with the result by Ioakimidis [11, pp. 4043–4045] for the same problem but with respect
to the right end η2 only. In that reference, [11], the CAD (cylindrical algebraic decomposition)
algorithm was used in the one-dimensional space ξ on the basis of the related Sturm sequence
and the critical points of the related CAD. Of course, here quantifier elimination is performed
completely automatically by using its efficient implementation in Mathematica [1] and its Reduce
command. Naturally, the Resolve command of Mathematica [1], which is completely devoted
to quantifier elimination, can also be used instead of the more general Reduce command with
generally the derivation of the same QFFs.

Now we can proceed with the parametric function vξ (ξ ) for the same deflection in the first of
Eqs. (31), which includes the parameter D :=CL4. The related QF (quantified formula) has the form

∀ξ with 0≤ ξ ≤ 1 it holds true that v1 ≤ vξ (ξ )≤ v2 . (37)

The related command for quantifier elimination has the form

QFF10 = Reduce[Reduce[ForAll[xi, 0<=xi<=1, v1<=vxi[xi]<=v2], {v1,v2}],
{v1,v2}]//Factor [c14]

Because of the appearance of the parameter D in the deflection vξ (ξ ) in Eq. (31), the resulting QFF
is somewhat more complicated than the QFF9 in Eq. (34). This new QFF has the form

QFF10 = (D≤ 0 ∧ v1 ≤ HD ∧ v2 ≥ 0) ∨ (D > 0 ∧ v1 ≤ 0 ∧ v2 ≥ HD) (38)

now with a distinction of the two cases (i) D≤ 0 and (ii) D > 0. On the basis of the above QFF (38),
we directly observe that the related range [v1,v2 ] of the deflection vξ (ξ ) of the present beam is

[v1,v2] =

{
[HD,0 ] for D≤ 0,

[0,HD] for D > 0,
(39)

where the quantity H defined in Eq. (35) has been used again.
Finally, we can use the original function vx(x) for the deflection of the present beam in Eq. (30).

The main interest in this function, which does not include dimensionless quantities, lies in the
fact that the interval of the variable x in vx(x) is the interval [0,L ] (naturally with L > 0), i.e. a
parametric interval with parameter L contrary to the two previous intervals for the variable ξ in
the two functions η(ξ ) and vξ (ξ ) that we have used in this section. The related QF (quantified
formula) has now the form

∀x with 0≤ x≤ L it holds true that v1 ≤ vx(x)≤ v2 . (40)

The related quantifier elimination command (again based on the Reduce command of Mathematica
and now obviously including the positivity assumption L > 0) is

QFF11 = Refine[Reduce[Reduce[ForAll[x, 0<=x<=L && L>0, v1<=vx[x]<=v2],

{v1,v2}], {v1,v2}]//Factor, L>0] [c15]
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The output of this command, i.e. the present QFF (quantifier-free formula), has the form

QFF11 = (C ≤ 0 ∧ v1 ≤ HCL4 ∧ v2 ≥ 0) ∨ (C > 0 ∧ v1 ≤ 0 ∧ v2 ≥ HCL4) (41)

with the quantity H defined in Eq. (35). Therefore, the related range [v1,v2 ] of vx(x) is now given by

[v1,v2 ] =

{
[HCL4,0 ] for C ≤ 0,

[0,HCL4 ] for C > 0.
(42)

From the above QFF (41) and the range (42) it is directly observed that this range [v1,v2 ] of the
deflection of the beam in the present case of direct use of the related function vx(x) in Eq. (30)
depends on the positive parameter L, the length of the beam, and, clearly, this is completely natural.

Finally, we can mention that the related bound for the dimensionless deflection of the beam
obtained by Ioakimidis [11, p. 4045] was purely numerical, i.e. without parameters, corresponding
to the range [η1,η2] in Eq. (36) contrary to the ranges [v1,v2] in Eqs. (39) and (42), which include
parameters, i.e. the parameter D :=CL4 and both parameters C and L, respectively. Now we proceed
to a second and somewhat more difficult application again concerning a beam problem.

3.2. Second beam problem

As a second beam problem we consider the problem of an ordinary beam of length L = 1 (here
with x ∈ [0,1]) and flexural rigidity EI fixed at its left end x = 0 and free at its right end x = 1
(cantilever beam). The loading p(x) of this beam is assumed to be a linearly distributed normal
loading of the form

p(x) = 120EI(1+qx) with EI > 0 and x ∈ [0,1]. (43)

Therefore, the classical fourth-order ordinary differential equation EI v ′′′′(x) = p(x) of the beam
(see, e.g., [45, p. 192]) and the four boundary conditions at the two ends of the beam take the forms

v ′′′′(x) = 120(1+qx) and {v(0) = 0, v ′(0) = 0, v ′′(1) = 0, v ′′′(1) = 0}, (44)

respectively. By using again the DSolve command of Mathematica [1], we can easily solve this
boundary value problem exactly as in the previous subsection. Here the deflection vx(x) of the
beam results to have the form of the following quintic polynomial:

vx(x) = qx5 +5x4−10(q+2)x3 +10(2q+3)x2 with x ∈ [0,1]. (45)

Now, in order to compute the range [v1,v2 ] corresponding to the above deflection vx(x) of the
beam here with x∈ [0,1], we apply again the method of quantifier elimination exactly as previously.
Here we can use the Mathematica command

QFF12 = Reduce[ForAll[x, 0<=x<=1, v1<=vx[x]<=v2], {v1,v2}, Reals] [c16]

(Of course, the command Resolve could also have been used instead of the command Reduce.)
The derived QFF (quantifier-free formula) can be written in the form

QFF12 =
(

q≤− 3
2
∧ v1 ≤ 11q+15 ∧ v2 ≥ 0

)
∨
(
− 3

2
< q≤− 15

11
∧ v1 ≤ 11q+15 ∧ v2 ≥ r12,1

)
∨
(
− 15

11
< q≤− 4

3
∧ v1 ≤ 0 ∧ v2 ≥ r12,1

)
∨
(

q >− 4
3
∧ v1 ≤ 0 ∧ v2 ≥ 11q+15

)
. (46)

In this QFF, the symbol r12,1 denotes the first root of the cubic polynomial

p12(s) := q4s3− (240q5 +1200q4 +2480q3 +2560q2 +1280q+256)s2

+(7104q6 +48000q5 +133760q4 +195520q3 +157280q2 +66048q+11520)s

− (69632q7 +583680q6 +2063360q5 +3980800q4 +4520960q3

+3022848q2 +1105920q+172800). (47)
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From the above QFF (46) it is directly concluded that the range [v1,v2] of the deflection vx(x)
of the present beam in Eq. (45) has the following form:

[v1,v2] =



[11q+15,0 ] for q≤− 3
2
,

[11q+15,r12,1 ] for − 3
2
< q≤− 15

11
,

[0,r12,1 ] for − 15
11

< q≤− 4
3
,

[0,11q+15 ] for q >− 4
3
.

(48)

It is obvious that now we have four cases for this range [v1,v2], which always depends on the value
of the parameter q in the linearly distributed normal loading p(x) of the beam in Eq. (43) and this
is completely natural and expected.

4. A beam on a Winkler elastic foundation

In this section, we consider the problem of a beam on a Winkler elastic foundation of modu-
lus k0 [46, p. 2]. More explicitly, we consider a cantilever beam of rectangular cross-section of
width b, length L and flexural rigidity EI fixed (clamped) at its left end x = 0 and free at its right
end x = L . The beam is loaded by a compressive concentrated load P at its free end x = L . For
convenience here we use the dimensionless variable ξ := x/L . Then the deflection y(ξ ) of the
beam has the form y(ξ ) = Qv(ξ ) [46, p. 64], where Q is an appropriate positive overall constant
and the function v(ξ ) is a transcendental function, which is directly seen to be given by [46, p. 64]

v(ξ ) = cosh µ sinh(µξ )cos[µ(1−ξ )]− cos µ sin(µξ )cosh[µ(1−ξ )] with ξ ∈ [0, 1]. (49)

In this equation, µ is a dimensionless positive overall parameter of the present mechanical system,
beam–Winkler elastic foundation, defined by

µ := λ L with λ := 4

√
bk0

4EI
. (50)

The first constant, µ , has been used here for the simplification of Eq. (49). The second constant, λ ,
is a very well-known parameter for a beam on a Winkler elastic foundation; see, e.g., [46, p. 4].

Here intending to use the method of quantifier elimination, we cannot directly work with the
above transcendental function v(ξ ) in Eq. (49) because quantifier elimination generally works with
polynomials. Therefore, we proceed to an approximation to v(ξ ). By using the Series command
of Mathematica [1] here with terms up to n = 8 in both variables ξ and µ as well as the auxil-
iary commands Normal and Collect, we have been easily able to derive the following Taylor–
Maclaurin series approximation v8(ξ ) to v(ξ ):

v8(ξ ) =
µ7

315
ξ

7− µ7

45
ξ

6 +
(

µ7

9
− 2µ3

3

)
ξ

3 +
(

2µ
3− µ7

15

)
ξ

2. (51)

In a recent paper, Ioakimidis [15, pp. 69–70] studied the continuous non-negativity of the ap-
proximation v8(ξ ) to v(ξ ) (as well as of additional and improved approximations) on the whole
beam, i.e. for ξ ∈ [0,1]. This can easily be achieved by using the quantifier elimination command

QFF13 = Reduce[ForAll[xi, 0<=xi<=1, v8[xi]>=0], Reals]//Simplify [c17]

The resulting simple QFF has the following form:

QFF13 = 0≤ µ ≤ r13,2, (52)
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where r13,2 denotes the second real root of the very simple quartic polynomial

p13(s) = s4−30, (53)
i.e. the number [15, p. 69]

r13,2 =
4
√

30≈ 2.34034 73193 20715 93845 91410. (54)

At this point it can be mentioned that the exact critical value µ exact of µ is the first positive root
of the transcendental equation tanh µ + tan µ = 0 [15, p. 69] easily numerically obtained with the
FindRoot command of Mathematica [1]. The value of this root is [15, p. 69]

µ exact ≈ 2.36502 03724 31352 01301 20240. (55)

This value is in reasonable agreement to its approximation r13,2 in Eq. (54) due to the polyno-
mial approximation v8(ξ ) in Eq. (51) to the exact transcendental function v(ξ ) in Eq. (49) for the
deflection y(ξ ) = Qv(ξ ) of the beam.

Here we generalize the results of Ioakimidis [15, pp. 69–70] with respect to the present problem
of a beam on a Winkler elastic foundation now with respect to the complete determination of the
range [v1,v2] of the function v8(ξ )≈ v(ξ ) in Eq. (51) with ξ ∈ [0,1], i.e. on the whole beam.

We begin with the lower end v1 of this range by using the quantifier elimination command

QFF14 = Refine[Reduce[ForAll[xi, 0<=xi<=1 && mu>0, v1<=v8[xi]],

Reals], mu>0]//Simplify [c18]

(Of course, the auxiliary Timing command can also be used for the inclusion of the required CPU
time in the output of the above command [c18].) Now with the help of the above command [c18]
we obtain the related QFF in 23.7 s. This QFF can also be written in the form

QFF14 = (µ ≤ r13,2 ∧ v1 ≤ 0) ∨ (µ > r13,2 ∧ v1 ≤ s14,2) (56)

with the quantity r13,2 given by Eq. (54). Moreover, s14,2 denotes the second root of the following
parametric quintic polynomial with parameter the positive overall constant µ defined in Eq. (50):

p14(s) = 114865340625s5 +(14532106522500µ
7 +8270304525000µ

3)s4

+(−5358340512000µ
14 +43128106560000µ

10

−73513818000000µ
6−63011844000000µ

2)s3

+(827355513600µ
21−20931934464000µ

17 +266210038080000µ
13

−1809940204800000µ
9−504094752000000µ

5)s2

+(−24991948800µ
28−295132723200µ

24 +47169247104000µ
20

−963274394880000µ
16 +6450126681600000µ

12−11686768128000000µ
8

−9876142080000000µ
4−1763596800000000)s

−102449152µ
35 +8297103360µ

31−82027008000µ
27−11069872128000µ

23

+442806497280000µ
19−6458160844800000µ

15 +32753258496000000µ
11

+25642137600000000µ
7 +4702924800000000µ

3. (57)

In a completely analogous way, we can find the upper end v2 of the range [v1,v2] for the same
function v(ξ ) in Eq. (49), which is proportional to the deflection y(ξ ) = Qv(ξ ) of the present beam
on a Winkler foundation. We use again v8(ξ )≈ v(ξ ) in Eq. (51). Therefore, by using the command

QFF15 = Refine[Reduce[ForAll[xi, 0<=xi<=1 && mu>0, v8[xi]<=v2], v2,

Reals], mu>0]//Factor [c19]
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which is similar to the above command [c18] for the end v1, we find the related QFF again in 23.7 s.
This QFF has the following rather simple form:

QFF15 = v2 ≥ v2,µ , where v2,µ :=
4

315
µ

3(2µ
4 +105). (58)

We observe that no distinction of cases with respect to the positive overall parameter µ is made in
this QFF (58) contrary to what happens in the previous QFF, the QFF14 in Eq. (56).

Therefore, by combining the two derived QFFs, the QFF14 in Eq. (56) and the QFF15 in Eq. (58),
we find the following expression for the range [v1,v2 ] of the function v8(ξ ) ≈ v(ξ ) in Eq. (51) in
the present problem of a beam on a Winkler elastic foundation:

[v1,v2 ] =

{
[0,v2,µ ] for 0 < µ ≤ r13,2 ,

[s14,2,v2,µ ] for µ > r13,2 .
(59)

Here r13,2 is the quantity given in Eq. (54), s14,2 is the second root of the polynomial p14(s) in
Eq. (57) as was already mentioned and v2,µ is defined by the second of Eqs. (58).

Because of the use of the Taylor–Maclaurin series approximation v8(x) in Eq. (51) to the exact
transcendental function v(ξ ) in Eq. (49), obviously, the above two QFFs (56) and (58) as well as
the related range [v1,v2 ] of the function v(ξ ) in Eq. (59) are also approximate. Nevertheless, it is
very interesting to observe that all these equations include the positive overall constant µ of the
present mechanical system beam–Winkler elastic foundation as a parameter.

5. The classical buckling problem of Euler’s column

In this section, we will apply the present method of quantifier elimination to the elementary
buckling problem of a column of length L (here with x0 ∈ [0,L ]) and minimum flexural rigidity EI
built-in (clamped) at its lower end x0 = 0 and free at its upper end x0 = L . The loading of the column
is a compressive concentrated load P acting at its free end x0 = L . This is the classical buckling
problem originally studied by Euler (see, e.g., [47, pp. 46–48]. The deflection y0(x0) of the column
at its buckling state (the buckling mode of the column) has the very well-known form [47, p. 47]

y0(x0) = δ (1− coskx0) (60)

with x0 ∈ [0,L ], where δ is the deflection of the column at its upper end x0 = L and k is an auxiliary
constant defined by [47, p. 47]

k :=

√
P
EI

. (61)

When buckling takes place, this auxiliary constant k takes one of the values [47, p. 48]

kn =
(2n−1)π

2L
with n = 1,2, . . . . (62)

The first three of these values are

k1 ≈
1.57079 63267 94896 61923 13216 9164

L
, (63)

k2 ≈
4.71238 89803 84689 85769 39650 7492

L
, (64)

k3 ≈
7.85398 16339 74483 09615 66084 5820

L
. (65)

Therefore, under buckling conditions the deflection y0(x0) in Eq. (60) takes the modified form

y0(n,x) = δ

[
1− cos

(2n−1)πx
2

]
with x :=

x0

L
(66)
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a new, dimensionless length variable on the column with x ∈ [0,1] because x0 ∈ [0,L ].
Here, intending to use the method of quantifier elimination, we will use an approximation to

the cosine function cosx. We selected to use the simple Taylor–Maclaurin series approximation
to cosx easily derived by using the Series and Normal commands of Mathematica [1]. By using
terms up to n30 in this series, this approximation cos30 x≈ cosx has the form

cos30 x = − x30

265252859812191058636308480000000

+
x28

304888344611713860501504000000
− x26

403291461126605635584000000

+
x24

620448401733239439360000
− x22

1124000727777607680000

+
x20

2432902008176640000
− x18

6402373705728000
+

x16

20922789888000

− x14

87178291200
+

x12

479001600
− x10

3628800
+

x8

40320
− x6

720
+

x4

24
− x2

2
+1. (67)

Of course, other and, most probably, more efficient approximations such as the minimax approxi-
mation and the Chebyshev approximation based on an interval [x1,x2] and not simply on a point,
here on the point xp = 0, could have been used instead.

By using the approximation cos30 x in the above Eq. (67) to cosx, the deflection y0(n,x) of the
column in Eq. (66) takes the following approximate form:

y(n,x) = δ

[
π30(2n−1)30x30

284813089515958324736640819941867520000000

− π28(2n−1)28x28

81842841814930553085241614925824000000

+
π26(2n−1)26x26

27064431817106664380040216576000000

− π24(2n−1)24x24

10409396852733332453861621760000
+

π22(2n−1)22x22

4714400748520531002654720000

− π20(2n−1)20x20

2551082656125828464640000
+

π18(2n−1)18x18

1678343852714360832000

− π16(2n−1)16x16

1371195958099968000
+

π14(2n−1)14x14

1428329123020800
− π12(2n−1)12x12

1961990553600

+
π10(2n−1)10x10

3715891200
− π8(2n−1)8x8

10321920
+

π6(2n−1)6x6

46080

− π4(2n−1)4x4

384
+

π2(2n−1)2x2

8

]
(68)

with y(n,x)≈ y0(n,x).
Here by using again the method of quantifier elimination, we are ready to determine the range

[y1,y2 ] of the deflection y0(n,x) of the present column (Euler’s column) under buckling conditions.
To this end, at first, we will determine the left end y1 of this range [y1,y2 ] and, next, its right end y2
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too by using two separate quantifier elimination commands again based on the Reduce command
of Mathematica [1]. The first command (for the left end y1 of this range) has the simple form

QFF16 = Reduce[ForAll[x, 0<=x<=1, y1<=y[1,x]], Reals]//Factor [c20]

with y[1,x] denoting the function y(1,x) in the above Eq. (68) for n = 1. This case constitutes
the first buckling mode of the present column. At this point it can be mentioned that an attempt to
use the exact, trigonometric expression y0(x0) in Eq. (60) in the present quantifier elimination has
been unsuccessful with the remark by Mathematica [1] that “This system cannot be solved with
the methods available to Reduce.” The output of the above command [c20], i.e. the sought QFF,
has the following final form consisting of two disjunctive terms: (i) for δ ≤ 0 and (ii) for δ > 0:

QFF16 = (δ ≤ 0 ∧ y1 ≤ yδ δ ) ∨ (δ > 0 ∧ y1 ≤ 0), (69)
where yδ denotes the number

yδ = π
2
(

35601636189494790592080102492733440000000

−741700753947808137335002135265280000000π
2

+6180839616231734477791684460544000000π
4

−27593034001034528918712877056000000π
6

+76647316669540358107535769600000π
8

−145165372480190072173363200000π
10

+199402984176085263974400000π
12−207711441850088816640000π

14

+169698890400399360000π
16−111644006842368000π

18

+60413423616000π
20−27361152000π

22 +10523520π
24−3480π

26 +π
28
)

/284813089515958324736640819941867520000000
≈ 1.00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 0001. (70)

In a completely similar manner, by using the analogous quantifier elimination command

QFF17 = Reduce[ForAll[x, 0<=x<=1, y[1,x]<=y2], Reals]//Factor [c21]

we obtain a completely similar QFF now for the right end y2 of the same range [y1,y2 ] of the de-
flection y(1,x) of the column finally (with the N command of Mathematica used as well) in the form

QFF17 = (δ ≤ 0 ∧ y2 ≥ 0) ∨ (δ > 0 ∧ y2 ≥ yδ δ ). (71)

The above two QFFs, i.e. the QFF16 in Eq. (69) and the QFF17 in Eq. (71), directly determine
the sought range [y1,y2 ] of the deflection y(1,x) of the present Euler’s column, which has the form

[y1,y2 ] =

{
[yδ δ ,0 ] for δ ≤ 0 ,

[0,yδ δ ] for δ > 0 .
(72)

Naturally, this range is completely expected in the present first buckling mode of Euler’s column
because δ is the deflection at the upper end x0 = L of the column and yδ ≈ 1 as is clear from Eq. (70).

In the particular case where δ = 1, by using the slightly modified and more complete single
quantifier elimination command

QFF18 = Reduce[ForAll[x, 0<=x<=1, y1<=(y[1,x]/.delta->1)<=y2],

Reals]//Factor [c22]

we obtain the QFF
QFF18 = y1 ≤ 0 ∧ y2 ≥ yδ (73)

evidently, this time (with δ = 1) without the parameter δ and with yδ given by Eq. (70).
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In a completely analogous manner, we can work with the second buckling mode of the column
with deflection y(2,x) (denoted by y[2,x] in Mathematica) resulting with n = 2 in Eq. (68). The
resulting QFFs for the left end y1 and the right end y2 of the range [y1,y2 ] of the deflection y(2,x)
have now the forms

QFF19 = (δ ≤ 0 ∧ y1 ≤ r19,2) ∨ (δ > 0 ∧ y1 ≤ 0), (74)

QFF20 = (δ ≤ 0 ∧ y2 ≥ 0) ∨ (δ > 0 ∧ y2 ≥ r19,3). (75)

Here r19,2 and r19,3 denote the second root and the third root, respectively, of the following polyno-
mial p19(s) of the fourteenth degree in the variable s and with δ as a parameter:

p19(s) = 5700429390541385768749396522500502202343750000000s14

+48745103224446886357559064383522469888936659640503750000δ s13

+488055550370931996071460729704007537740706991522255872067\
1218143δ

2s12

+781731622381423165832136858817200646578160994955945162200\
051524951200δ

3s11

+325482603879320994352207039871775731339348158756605327198\
98747806593069150δ

4s10

+704187814381242119082225066740288016073624077484835600439\
83720019847031443500δ

5s9

+533560483429191292365989737460526508414565285335027663135\
97057202908569770130875δ

6s8

+431023739813268803769879989000393665712658662521197797265\
3456375043932025549992000δ

7s7

+105283133477410401520206323322166136808162366704424378136\
513742938121838532950097500δ

8s6

+980119859841032466631970686299509336128805954775668268693\
9767808442158003746925000δ

9s5

−968435769334819813652961364961682452929708308799558886960\
203892968911029039648221875δ

10s4

−123614899485327794271622516086616243473296387318520081194\
580361598021671634097000000δ

11s3

+252765788352720197399650497473402797111013406680044729918\
5043532426169729666228993750δ

12s2

−621952274867916823920237317801012212884767678584055969820\
119218938228388946295562500δ

13s

+794817087570181941388358457389271007387531800435075943256\
15627680088015625δ

14. (76)
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The numerical values r19,2,−1 of the root r19,2 for δ =−1 and r19,3,1 of the root r19,3 for δ = 1 are

r19,2,−1 = −2.00000 00000 00000 00003 05363 4199, (77)

r19,3,1 = +2.00000 00000 00000 00003 05363 4199, (78)

respectively. We observe that r19,2,−1 =−r19,3,1.
On the basis of the above two QFFs, the QFF19 in Eq. (74) and the QFF20 in Eq. (75), we can

directly determine the sought range [y1,y2] of the deflection y(2,x) of the present Euler’s column.
This range has the form

[y1,y2] =

{
[r19,2,0] for δ ≤ 0 ,

[0,r19,3] for δ > 0 .
(79)

Moreover, for δ = 1 by using a quantifier elimination command completely analogous to the
command [c22], we obtain the QFF (quantifier-free formula)

QFF21 = y1 ≤ 0 ∧ y2 ≥ r19,3,1 (80)

of course this time (with δ = 1) without the parameter δ and with r19,3,1 given by Eq. (78).
In a completely analogous manner, we also proceeded to the third buckling mode of the column

with deflection y(3,x) (denoted by y[3,x] in Mathematica) resulting with n = 3 in Eq. (68). The
resulting QFFs for the left end y1 and the right end y2 of the range [y1,y2 ] of the deflection y(3,x)
of the column and the related range [y1,y2 ] itself have again the previous forms (74) and (75) as
well as (79), respectively. The QFF (80) remains also valid.

At this point we can remark that the accuracy of the above QFFs has been excellent even by
using the Taylor–Maclaurin series approximation (67) to cosx. But on the other hand, the required
CPU time in the computer used has been high. More explicitly, for n= 1 (in the first buckling mode)
the derivation of the QFFs (69) and (71) required 379 s and 371 s, respectively, whereas the deriva-
tion of the QFF (73) required 455 s. Next, for n = 2 (second buckling mode) the derivation of the
QFFs (74) and (75) required 388 s and 389 s, respectively, whereas the derivation of the QFF (80)
required 493 s. Naturally, for the reduction of these excessive CPU times a first, natural possibility
is simply to reduce the accuracy in the Taylor–Maclaurin series approximation (67) although it is
understood that this will have as a consequence the simultaneous reduction of the accuracy in the
obtained QFFs and, finally, in the range [y1,y2 ] itself of the deflection y(n,x) of the column.

For example, by using terms only up to x20 in the Taylor–Maclaurin series approximation (67)
(but now for cos20 x) and, next, in Eq. (68) for the related deflection y(n,x) of the present column,
the derived QFF16 in Eq. (69) has the same form, but the number yδ there is now determined as

yδ = −π
2(−318885332015728558080000+6643444416994344960000π

2

−55362036808286208000π
4 +247151950036992000π

6−686533194547200π
8

+1300252262400π
10−1786060800π

12 +1860480π
14−1520π

16 +π
18)

/2551082656125828464640000
≈ 0.99999 99999 99999 98172 18404 96849. (81)

Now the derivation of the QFF16 in Eq. (69) required only 0.719 s instead of 379 s previously. Anal-
ogously, the derivation of the QFF18 in Eq. (73) required only 20.8 s instead of 455 s previously.

In a similar manner, the QFFs QFF19 in Eq. (74) and QFF20 in Eq. (75) now take the slightly
modified forms

QFF22 = (δ ≤ 0 ∧ y1 ≤ r22,1) ∨ (δ > 0 ∧ y1 ≤ 0), (82)

QFF23 = (δ ≤ 0 ∧ y2 ≥ 0) ∨ (δ > 0 ∧ y2 ≥ r22,3). (83)
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In these QFFs, r22,1 and r22,3 denote the first root and the third root, respectively, of the following
polynomial p22(s) of the ninth degree in the variable s and again with δ as a parameter:

p22(s) = 10634740519302900000000s9

−120940631860467188932036875δ s8

+1437153993312100472298897791784δ
2s7

−303168248702426078069303943225180δ
3s6

+21231668566748597149131869458259640δ
4s5

−238574429072261836586936961502655210δ
5s4

+1164164804747278596204927767698120920δ
6s3

−2283409517792378531536263002831227116δ
7s2

+1488433283505510423046545564555971400δ
8s

+449380386734542757505981260416125δ
9. (84)

The numerical values r22,1,−1 of the root r22,1 for δ =−1 and r22,3,1 of the root r22,3 for δ = 1 are

r22,1,−1 = −1.99999 99999 24349 15710 55603 9558, (85)

r22,3,1 = +1.99999 99999 24349 15710 55603 9558, (86)

respectively. We observe again that r22,1,−1 =−r22,3,1.
Here what is important is that the derivation of the QFF22 in Eq. (82) required only 0.766 s of

CPU time compared to 388 s for the QFF19 in Eq. (74). Analogously, the derivation of the QFF23
in Eq. (83) required only 0.703 s compared to 389 s for the QFF20 in Eq. (75). Nevertheless, in
spite of these so significant, dramatic reductions in the required CPU times for the derivation of
the QFFs with terms up to x20 only in the Taylor–Maclaurin series (compared to terms up to x30

previously), the accuracy of the new QFFs (those with terms up to x20 only in the Taylor–Maclaurin
series used) is again excellent. This is clear from the numerical results in Eqs. (81), (85) and (86).
An alternative possibility consists in using other approximations instead of Taylor–Maclaurin series
approximations such as the minimax approximation to be used in the application of the next section.

6. A simple free vibration problem with critical damping

As a final application of the present approach for range computations based on quantifier elim-
ination, in this section, we will study a very simple vibration problem: the problem of free vi-
brations of the classical damped harmonic oscillator under critical damping. The related ordinary
differential equation for the displacement um(t) of the mass of the oscillator from its equilibrium
position um = 0 is a second-order ordinary differential equation and it has the very well-known
form [48, p. 85], [49, p. 48]

u ′′m(t)+2ω0 u ′m(t)+ω
2
0 um(t) = 0. (87)

Here the symbol ω0 denotes the natural frequency of vibrations of the related oscillator without
damping. Moreover, here the damping ratio ζ has the critical value ζ = 1. The general solution of
the above ordinary differential equation has the well-known form [48, p. 87]

um(t) = e−ω 0 t (c1 + c2t) = c1e−τ(1+ cτ) now with τ := ω0 t and c :=
c2

c1ω0
. (88)

Here we simply assume that c1 = 1. In this special case,

u(τ) = e−τ(1+ cτ) with u(τ) := um(t). (89)
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Now it is very easily found that the derivative u ′(τ) of this function u(τ) becomes equal to zero
when τ = τm = (c− 1)/c. For this particular value of τ the displacement u(τ) takes a maximum
value, which is given by

umax(c) = u(τm) = ce(1−c)/c. (90)

Now we will proceed to the application of the method of quantifier elimination to the above
classical vibration problem. Because of the appearance of the exponential function e−τ in Eq. (89)
for u(τ), we are obliged to proceed to an approximation to this function. Here, contrary to the
previous sections, we will use a polynomial minimax approximation instead of a Taylor–Maclaurin
series approximation. This permits a rather uniform approximation in the interval of interest. Here
we will use the interval [0,5] and a polynomial minimax approximation of degree n = 7.

In order to use the function approximations package of Mathematica [1] we use the command

<<FunctionApproximations‘ [c23]

Now, for example with the command

MiniMaxApproximation[Exp[x], {x,{0,5},7,0}] [c24]

we get the minimax approximation to the ordinary exponential function ex (or, equivalently, expx)
on the interval [0,5] in the form of the following polynomial exp7 x of the seventh degree:

expx≈ exp7 x = 0.00202952x7−0.0156835x6 +0.0765990x5−0.0953403x4

+0.305082x3 +0.436140x2 +1.01038x+0.999747. (91)

The global maximum of the relative error on the present interval [0,5] is also provided and here it
is equal to 0.000253185. Completely analogously, we can work with the exponential function e−x

or, equivalently, exp(−x) on the same interval [0,5]. By using the completely analogous command

MiniMaxApproximation[Exp[-x], {x,{0,5},7,0}] [c25]

we get the following minimax approximation:

exp(−x)≈ exp7(−x) = −0.0000136748x7 +0.000372942x6−0.00452513x5 +0.0324597x4

−0.153187x3 +0.489270x2−0.996320x+0.999747. (92)

The global maximum of the relative error on the same interval [0,5] is again 0.000253185.
For the present function u(τ) = e−τ(1+ cτ) in Eq. (89) by using the above minimax approxi-

mation of e−x ≡ exp(−x) in Eq. (92), we directly get the approximation (with parameter c)

u(τ)≈ u7(τ) = −0.0000136748cτ
8 +(0.000372942c−0.0000136748)τ7

+(0.000372942−0.00452513c)τ6 +(0.0324597c−0.00452513)τ5

+(0.0324597−0.153187c)τ4 +(0.489270c−0.153187)τ3

+(0.489270−0.996320c)τ2 +(0.999747c−0.996320)τ +0.999747. (93)

Now we can use the following quantifier elimination command (here assuming that c > 0) for
the left end u1 of the sought range [u1,u2] of the displacement u7(τ) of the mass of the oscillator:

QFF24 = Refine[Reduce[ForAll[tau, 0<=tau<=5 && c>0, u1<=u7[tau]],

u1, Reals], c>0]//Simplify [c26]

This command has been successful but with the following important remark by Mathematica [1]:
“Reduce:: ratnz: Reduce was unable to solve the system with inexact coefficients. The answer was
obtained by solving a corresponding exact system and numericizing the result.”
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The resulting approximate QFF (quantifier-free formula) has the form

QFF24 = (c≤ 29.4826∧ u1≤ 0.0336812c+0.00673624)∨ (c> 29.4826∧ u1≤ 0.999747). (94)

Now in quite a similar manner, we can proceed with the QFF concerning the right end u2 of the
sought range [u1,u2] of the displacement u7(τ). Now we use the quantifier elimination command

QFF25 = Refine[Reduce[ForAll[tau, 0<=tau<=5 && c>0, u7[tau]<=u2],

u2, Reals], c>0]//Simplify [c27]

and again with the previous remark by Mathematica [1] we obtain the related approximate QFF
(quantifier-free formula). This QFF can be written in the following equivalent form:

QFF25 = (c≤ 0.996572 ∧ u2 ≥ 0.999747) ∨ (c > 0.996572 ∧ u2 ≥ r25,1). (95)

In this QFF, the symbol r25,1 denotes the first root of the following polynomial p25(s) of the seventh
degree in the variable s and with parameter c:

p25(s) = 135832.670c7s7 +(−36509.05665c8−7788.640c7−25079.01045c6−8440.80335c5

−2017.31426c4−344.9245c3−40.1990050c2−2.84187068c−0.091178165)s6

+(44034.3452c9−11544.37418c8−14250.062c7−8587.99179c6−2799.74915c5

−653.44601c4−109.5167c3−12.5452612c2−0.87410161c−0.027713794)s5

+(−22259.62341c10−22213.0234c9−13989.61989c8−6049.5072c7

−1962.74516c6−483.116404c5−90.560895c4−12.68873c3−1.26028918c2

−0.078985264c−0.0023297035)s4

+(1940.6544731c11 +2091.293010c10 +1284.058400c9 +545.977431c8

+173.66646c7 +42.3497957c6 +7.9143283c5 +1.1117149c4 +0.1123692c3

+0.007461563c2 +0.00026752359c+2.846730×10−6)s3

+(−153.3657321426498c12−222.3550746c11−169.3066464c10−87.2795498c9

−33.3695463c8−9.845202c7−2.27629846c6−0.41239266c5−0.057715357c4

−0.00604326c3−0.00044593574c2−0.0000206644138c−4.5188510×10−7)s2

+(5.228786408036886c13 +9.05610746416960c12 +7.93822725c11

+4.62633444c10 +1.98420057c9 +0.656523835c8 +0.17132815c7

+0.0355115471c6 +0.0058166485c5 +0.0007396121c4 +0.0000705331c3

+4.7457059×10−6c2 +2.00576596×10−7c+3.9967139×10−9)s

−0.06795047798137960c14−0.1354351549071756c13−0.1339945563629964c12

−0.0871045868c11−0.0414390813c10−0.0152032997c9−0.00441846685c8

−0.0010295148c7−0.000192546820c6−0.0000286495102c5

−3.3229406×10−6c4−2.898188×10−7c3−1.7869587×10−8c2

−6.9343287×10−10c−1.27131423×10−11. (96)

At this point we can mention few numerical values that we obtained from the QFF24 in Eq. (94)
for the greatest lower bound (the infimum) u∗1(c) of the left end u1 of the range [u1,u2] of the dis-
placement u7(τ)≈ u(τ) for some particular values of the parameter c. These numerical values are

u∗1(0.8) = 0.0336812, u∗1(1) = 0.0404174, u∗1(3) = 0.107780,

u∗1(10) = 0.343548, u∗1(20) = 0.680360, u∗1(29.4826) = 0.999746. (97)
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From these values we observe that they are in complete agreement with the numerical values u(5)
of the function u(τ) at the right end τ = 5 of the interval [0,5] that we selected to use in the minimax
approximation (92) to the function e−x and, further, in our quantifier elimination commands [c26]
and [c27]. This observation means that the function u(τ) takes its minimum value at the right end
τ = 5 of this interval [0,5] as is also clear from the related graphical representations of this function.

Analogously, we can mention the numerical values that we obtain from the QFF25 in Eq. (95)
for the least upper bound (the supremum) u∗2(c) of the right end u2 of the same range [u1,u2] again
for some particular values of the parameter c. These values are

u∗2(0.8) = 0.999747, u∗2(1) = 0.999753, u∗2(3) = 1.54034, u∗2(10) = 4.06511. (98)
The related numerical values umax(c), which are directly obtained from the exact Eq. (90), are

umax(0.8) = 1.02722, umax(1) = 1.00000, umax(3) = 1.54025, umax(10) = 4.06570. (99)

Evidently, the slight differences between the values u∗2(c) in Eqs. (98) and the related values umax(c)
in Eqs. (99) are due to the minimax approximation (92) to the exponential function e−x ≡ exp(−x).

Obviously, the above two QFFs, the QFF24 in Eq. (94) and the QFF25 in Eq. (95), completely
determine the range [u1,u2] of the approximate displacement u7(τ) ≈ u(τ) of the mass of the os-
cillator in Eq. (93). This range [u1,u2] has the following approximate decimal form:

[u1,u2] =


[0.0336812c+0.00673624,0.999747] for 0 < c≤ 0.996572,
[0.0336812c+0.00673624,r25,1] for 0.996572 < c≤ 29.4826,
[0.999747,r25,1] for c > 29.4826.

(100)

Here, as was already mentioned, r25,1 denotes the first root of the polynomial p25(s) in Eq. (96).

7. Conclusions–discussion

From the above results it is concluded that the implementation of quantifier elimination in Math-
ematica [1] can efficiently be used for the determination of ranges (images) of functions resulting in
problems of applied mechanics. Here we studied such problems concerning (i) two classical beams,
(ii) a beam on a Winkler elastic foundation, (iii) a classical buckling problem and (iv) a problem
of free vibrations. Additional applied mechanics problems can also be studied by the same method.

Of course, it is understood that quantifier elimination is computationally expensive. Hence, it
may require an excessive computational time in Mathematica and, frequently, it cannot determine
the required range at all. Therefore, the number of variables (both free and quantified) in the QFs
(quantified formulae) should be as small as possible. Analogously, the degrees of the polynomials
involved in the computations should also be as small as possible. Practically, the present approach
is very effective when we have a function y(x) for which the range [y1,y2] is sought in the case when
the interval [x1,x2] of the variable x is known and this function y(x) includes only one parameter c.

On the other hand, quantifier elimination is generally efficient only with polynomial functions.
If the function y = y(x) involves transcendental functions (such as trigonometric and exponential
functions), then it is necessary to proceed to related approximations (such as Taylor–Maclaurin,
general Taylor, Chebyshev or minimax approximations) before quantifier elimination. Naturally,
these approximations lead to an approximate range [y1,y2] of the function y(x). Of course, it is also
possible to take into account the errors due to these approximations. This will lead to improved
intervals [y1,y2] for the sought ranges, but this task was not undertaken here. Finally, it can be
mentioned that the use of Taylor–Maclaurin or general Taylor approximations based on a single
point of the interval [x1,x2] of the variable x in the function y(x) leads to exact computations during
quantifier elimination and no approximations are involved in it. On the other hand, Chebyshev and
minimax approximations oblige Mathematica to rationalize the decimal numbers, next, proceed to
exact quantifier elimination and finally return to approximate decimal numbers at the resulting QFF.
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